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Abstract Estimating for the frequency drift rates of type III solar bursts is
crucial for characterizing their source development in solar corona. According to
Melnik et al. (Solar Phys. 269, 335, 2011), the analysis of powerful decameter
type III solar bursts, observed in July–August 2002, found a linear approximation
for the drift rate versus frequency. The conclusion contradicts to reliable results
of many other well-known solar observations. In this paper we report on the
reanalysis of the solar data, using a more advanced method. Our study has
shown that decameter type III solar bursts of July–August 2002, as standard
type III ones, follow a power law in frequency drift rates. We explain possible
reasons for this discrepancy.
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1. Introduction
Solar type III bursts have been observed since the fifties of the last century
(Wild, 1950). This is the largest population of bursts, and it would seem that
they are the most studied events from observational and theoretical points of
view (Kru¨ger, 1979). Nevertheless, interest in the study of such bursts does
not vanish, but even rather vice versa (Reid and Ratcliffe, 2014, and references
therein). The manifestation of solar activity is detected in a very wide frequency
range, from several GHz down to a few tens of kHz. They are generated by
fast electron beams propagating with velocities of about 0.3c (c is the velocity
of light) along open magnetic field lines in the solar corona. The fast electrons
induce Langmuir waves along the beam propagation path, and the waves are
scattered on ions and transformed into radio emission (e.g., Zheleznyakov, 1970).
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The most detailed and most recent analysis of type III burst properties with
their interpretation can be found in the recent review (Reid and Ratcliffe, 2014).
The radiation mechanism is nonthermal, and therefore its radiation intensity
increases with decreasing frequency. The flux in different solar type III bursts
can vary in significant limits, which are even difficult to designate. The strong
events are observed with help of both large (such as the UTR-2) and small (e-
Callisto, for example) radio telescopes, whereas weak type III bursts are only
detected with large instruments. The study of the phenomena does not cease to
amaze. For example, several decameter type III bursts can have frequency drift
rates with variable sign (Melnik et al., 2015). A possible interpretation of the
events is that in some frequency ranges the group velocity of radio emission is
smaller than the velocity of beam electrons responsible for this radio emission.
Therefore, the burst radiation at a lower frequency is received earlier than at
a higher frequency. On the other hand, Stanislavsky et al. (2016) have shown
that the solar bursts, observed on 19 August 2012, with high-frequency cut-off
are nothing else but the type III radio bursts. This group of solar bursts had
frequency drift rates and durations of individual events similar to the features of
type III radio bursts at low frequencies. The appropriate interpretation of solar
bursts with high-frequency cut-off is that their radiating sources move behind
the solar limb relative to an observer on Earth through tunnel-like cavities with
low density. Further, one can expect frequency-time distortions of received type
III bursts. All this requires a more careful analysis of their measurements.
An important parameter of type III solar bursts is their frequency drift rate. It
characterizes the velocity of burst sources (electron beams) in the solar corona. In
particular, the value is much higher, for example, than one for type II bursts that
originate from shock waves. For many solar type III bursts within 75 kHz to 550
MHz Alvarez and Haddock (1973) obtained the equation of frequency drift rates
in the form df/dt = −(0.01±0.008) f1.83±0.39. Then, from observations of a group
of solar type III radio bursts on December 27, 1994 by the radiospectrometer
(40–800 MHz) together with the WAVES and URAP instruments Mann et al.
(1999) have found a similar relation df/dt = −0.0074 f1.76. Solar type III radio
observations in the range 125 kHz – 16 025 kHz from the STEREO/Waves
experiment indicate in favor of the frequency drift rate as a function of frequency:
df/dt = −0.02 f1.80±0.03 (Vidojevic´ and Maksimovic, 2009). The Potsdam data
from 1997 to 2003 confirm again a power law of frequency drift rates in type
III solar bursts (Cairns et al., 2009; Lobzin et al., 2010). In a very recent work
Reid and Kontar (2018), using a selection of type III bursts observed in the
frequency range 30–70 MHz by LOFAR between April–September 2015, have
shown that the drift rate of the bursts can also be fitted by a power-law function
of frequency. On the other hand, Melnik et al. (2011) note that the connection
between drift rate and frequency for powerful solar type III bursts for each day
of observations in July–August 2002 is linear, df/dt = −Af + B, where A and
B are constants varying from day to day, and the contribution of B in df/dt
attains 33.3 % in 10 MHz and 12.2 % in 30 MHz. It should be noted that this
study was carried out at the mean frequencies 11.5, 14, 17.5, 22.5 and 27.5 MHz.
In this way 163 bursts of July 2002 and 231 bursts of August 2002 have been
analyzed. To cover the frequency range 10–30 MHz, the 60-channel spectrometer
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was used. The analog multichannel receiver was tuned to selected 60 frequencies
with the frequency bandwidth 3 kHz in each frequency channel. However, the
frequency channels had non-uniform spacing in frequency, and the frequency
gaps between neighbor frequency channels in the spectrometer were from 110
kHz to 1.4 MHz depending on the radio interference environment. Moreover,
the selected 60 frequencies changed during the observations due to sporadically
occurring interferences, but these changes were not taken into account. We think
that it is useful to analyze the observations again, using more advanced tools,
modern numerical receivers. It should be mentioned also that the results of
many years (1973–1984) of observations with the UTR-2 telescope in 12.5–25
MHz have shown that the rate of frequency drift depends little on the phase of
the 11-year activity cycle and was proportional to the 1.7 power of the frequency
(Abranin et al., 1990).
In this paper we revisit the results of observations in July–August 2002,
discussed previously by Melnik et al. (2010) and Boiko et al. (2011a,b). Our
analysis is based on the data made with the digital spectral polarimeter, DSP
(Lecacheux et al., 1998, 2004). These measurement were carried out simultane-
ously with the 60-channel spectrometer records, but the DSP data were not used
to determine the frequency drift rate of solar type III bursts before. With help of
the additional measurements we are going to confirm or not the law of frequency
drift rates in frequency, presented in Melnik et al. (2011).
2. Observations and Facilities
Features of the summer observational campaign of 2002 with the radio telescope
UTR-2 (Kharkov, Ukraine) were described in detail by Melnik et al. (2010). Here
we recall only some of them for the convenience of the reader. As for general
facilities of the UTR-2, they are presented in detail in the comprehensive review
by Konovalenko et al. (2016). To observe solar radio emission, three sections of
the radio telescope with a total area of 30 000 m2 formed a beam with angular
sizes 10◦ × 13◦, covering the solar corona at decameter wavelengths. The digital
receiver DSP recorded the data in the continuous frequency band of 12 MHz (18
– 30 MHz) with frequency resolution of 12 kHz and time resolution of 100 ms
(Lecacheux et al., 1998, 2004). In comparison with the 60-channel receiver the
number of frequency channels of the DSP is much higher, 1024. This allows us
to get noticeably more data points for the analysis of frequency drift rates and
other parameters.
During July–August 2002, the Sun made about two rotations. Many active
regions (AR) were observed on the solar disk, from AR 10008 to AR 10096.
The number of ARs varied from 4 to 13 in July, and from 7 to 14 in Au-
gust. According to an overview of the strongest solar flares since June 1996
(top 50 solar flares, https://www.spaceweatherlive.com/en/solar-activity/top-
50-solar-flares), four events were noticed in July–August 2002 (see Table 1). The
greatest manifestation of solar activity was connected with ARs 10017, 10030,
10039 and 10069. Likely, they were responsible for strong solar type III radio
bursts observed at that time. The other ARs were not so effective. Using the
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Table 1. The most intensive solar flares observed in July-August 2002.
Date Class Region Start Max End
2002-Jul-15 X3.0 10030 19:59 20:08 20:14
2002-Jul-23 X4.8 10039 00:18 00:35 00:47
2002-Jul-20 X3.3 10039 21:04 21:30 21:54
2002-Aug-24 X3.1 10069 00:49 01:12 01:31
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Figure 1. Distributions of powerful type III bursts in July and August 2002.
DSP, we have analyzed 214 bursts of July 2002 and 81 bursts of August 2002.
Their temporal distribution (in days) is shown in Figure 1. In the case when
radio time profiles of different type III bursts overlapped so that they could not
be distinguished from one another, the overlapping bursts were not taken into
account in this analysis, because it was difficult to track their peaks separately.
3. Data analysis
To explore the frequency drift rates of solar type III radio bursts in July–August
2002, we examined the maximum of the power spectral density time profiles for
most of the bursts and at each of the frequency channels, if possible, between
18 and 30 MHz. As usual, frequency channels of the digital records, clogged by
radio narrow-band interferences, were ignored. Figure 2 shows the dynamic radio
spectrum of such an event recorded with the UTR-2. The frequency drift rate
behavior is in direct connection with the mechanisms leading to the emission of
type III bursts. The type III bursts have a negative frequency drift rate, because
of their sources (streams of fast electrons) originating from the Sun, traveling
outward thorough the solar corona, producing radio waves at frequencies equal
to the fundamental and to the second harmonic of the local plasma frequency,
and the background density of solar plasma decreases as a function of distance
from the Sun.
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Figure 2. Example of applying the fitting procedure to time–frequency traces of type III
burst peaks.
As a fitting function, it is convenient to take the form
f(t) = a(t− b)−α , (1)
where a, b and α are parameters giving the best fitting result, if one draws a line
through the peak flux value of each type III burst on its dynamic spectrum in
each frequency channel (see the bottom panel of Figure 2 as an example). The
representation has a clear astrophysical interpretation. If the emission source
moves in the solar corona with constant velocity vb and negligible acceleration, it
travels a distance equal to r(t) = r0+vb(t−t0), where r0 is the initial position, t0
being the starting time (Cairns et al., 2009; Lobzin et al., 2010). Generally, the
beam velocity is not constant throughout the entire propagation path of electron
beams through the solar corona and interplanetary space from the Sun. Never-
theless, the assumption that any change in vb was small at the heights, where the
radio emission of solar type III bursts in the frequency range 10–30 MHz was
generated, is justified and can therefore be ignored. The background electron
density ne(r) at the source location can be characterized by the local plasma
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frequency fp(r) = C(r/Rs−1)
−α, where Rs is the solar radius. Then, the source
produces radio emission with the frequency drift in time, f(t) = mfp(r(t)),
according to Equation 1 with a = mC(Rs/vb)
α and b = t0+(Rs− r0)/vb, where
m = 1 and m = 2 for the fundamental and harmonic radio emissions of the given
burst, respectively. Consequently, we obtain Equation 1 in which constants a and
b are dependent on constants C, r0, t0, vb andm. Next, let us write the frequency
drift rate as
df
dt
= −K fν , (2)
where K and ν are constants. Note that the values are found directly from
the recorded spectra of type III bursts. By the differentiation of Equation 1
and the change of variables, we derive the relationship between the constants
of Equations 1–2, viz. K = αa−1/α and ν = 1 + 1/α. Based on the processing
procedure, we have analyzed frequency drift rates of the solar type III bursts. The
fitting errors ofK and ν of each burst individually were not taken into account, as
they were considered negligible. Our data statistics is shown in the histograms of
Figure 3. According to the histograms, the values K and ν of the data set have
skewed distributions. They are characterized by the mean, mode and median
(Table 2). To avoid the standard deviation being larger than the mean, one can
consider K as 10−x, in a similar way to Alvarez and Haddock (1973). In this
case we have x = 2.67 ± 1.11. It should be noticed that the power dependence
(Equation 2) of frequency drift rate in frequency is not only characteristic of solar
type III bursts, but also of solar drift pairs (Stanislavsky et al., 2017), S bursts
(McConnell, 1982) and even type II bursts (Aguilar-Rodriguez et al., 2005).
Table 2. Statistical properties of the solar type III bursts in frequency
drift rates for parameters shown in the histograms in Figure 3.
K ν
mean mode median std mean median mode std
0.0069 0.0051 0.0032 0.0075 2.1 1.85 1.66 0.66
Table 3. Statistical properties of the solar type III bursts for param-
eters shown in the histograms in Figure 4.
h µ
mean mode median std mean median mode std
6.07 2.15 5.76 2.26 0.743 0.7 0.03 0.42
Commonly, the duration of type III bursts, using the full-width half-maxi-
mum, increases as frequency decreases (Wild, 1950). Elgarøy and Lyngstad (1972)
have analyzed the duration of type III bursts in a wide frequency range, from 300
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Figure 3. Histograms of the parameters K and ν, characterizing a power law of frequency
drift rates of type III bursts.
kHz to 500 MHz, obtained by different radio instruments. The best fit between
their observed frequency f in MHz and duration τ is described by the following
relationship
τ = h
(
f
30MHz
)−µ
(3)
with h = 6.2, µ = 2/3, and Reid and Kontar (2018) reported τ = (3.7 ±
0.2)/f0.86±0.11 (per 30 MHz) for 31 selected events. As applied to our data
set, the dependence τ(f) is fitted as τ = (6.07± 2.26)/f0.743±0.42 (per 30 MHz).
Fitting errors of individual bursts were small and ignored. When the type III
bursts had a tendency to occur in a group, we ignored such events because of their
overlapping of radio time profiles. Distributions of h and µ for the data set are
shown in Figure 4. They are skewed and have a long tail. Their statistical features
are presented in Table 3. Returning to the paper of Melnik et al. (2011), we can
find a significantly different conclusion: at high frequencies (near 30 MHz) the 60-
channel observational data are closer to the approximation τ = 200/f taken from
Wild (1950). However, this result is not confirmed by the DSP data. Our analysis
of frequency drift rates and durations in the solar type III bursts, recorded by
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Figure 4. Histograms of the parameters h and µ, describing a power law of durations of type
III bursts.
the DSP in July–August 2002, shows that the solar bursts has clear signatures
typical for well-known standard type III bursts (Alvarez and Haddock, 1973;
Lobzin et al., 2010; Reid and Ratcliffe, 2014, etc).
4. Conclusions
In this paper we have shown that the analysis of solar type III radio bursts,
observed in July–August 2002, with help of the DSP data does not confirm a
linear character of their frequency drift rates in dependence of frequency that
was reported in Melnik et al. (2011). Withal, our results are in very good agree-
ment with Alvarez and Haddock (1973) who gave an empirical expression for the
frequency drift rate as a power function of frequency. It is important because the
dependence seems to be valid for both weak and strong bursts. This stresses that
in both cases the electron beam speed dependence on distance from the Sun is
weak, and it can be extrapolated from model representations. The solar corona
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is a dynamic structure. The background density gradient is almost unchanged
on timescales comparable to the electron beam velocity but will be different
from burst to burst. It is well known that active regions are directly responsible
for type III radio bursts. Their drift rate increases during the approach of the
active region to the central meridian. Therefore, the standard deviations for
the exponents ν and µ can be quite large. Note also that some values of ν
are exceptionally large, leading to large frequency drift rates. Having a smaller
duration, the bursts occurred most often when the active region AR 10030 was
near the central meridian. Following Ledenev (2000), if the electron velocity is
close to the group velocity of the electromagnetic waves, then the drift rate may
be very large. When fluxes of the solar type III bursts were more 1000 s.f.u. (1
s.f.u. = 10−22 W m−2 Hz−1) at low frequencies of the observations and became
less at higher frequencies, we did not find any noticeable change in the frequency
drift rate law. A possible explanation of discrepancy between our conclusions and
ones of Melnik et al. (2011) is that in the latter case the data set for solar type III
radio bursts were obtained basically by the analog multichannel receiver with
the frequency bandwidth 3 kHz in each frequency channel. Consequently, the
data contained notable omissions. In addition, the whole frequency band from
10 to 30 MHz was divided into some frequency sub-bands 10–13, 13–15, 15–20,
20–25 and 25–30 MHz, i. e. the statistical analysis was conducted on the average
frequencies of these sub-bands. A simple straight line is not complex enough to
accurately capture relationships between the frequency drift rates of solar type
III radio bursts and their frequency. In fact, such a model is underfitted. One
of the most effective ways to avoid underfitting is making sure that a model is
sufficiently complex and the most appropriate for corresponding data set. The
same applies to the duration of the solar type III bursts in July–August 2002.
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